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Inshore Commercial Diver – Experienced
Description
Dive Marine Services, a leading underwater I.R.M. services company established in
1974 and part of DM Group Services, is currently looking for a qualifiedInshore
Commercial Diver (Experienced) to join their team in Singapore.

Hiring organization
DM Group Services

Date posted
9 December 2021

Reports to the Diving Supervisor
Carry out various underwater ship husbandry and diving tasks in
accordance with company procedures, diving supervisor’s instruction, and
SS511:2018 requirements
Carry out topside tasks such as tendering of divers
Experienced in cleaning ship hulls, propeller polishing, and visual inspection
Able to carry out basic underwater welding of non-structural components
Carry out various equipment and maintenance checks in the warehouse and
on site
Operate compressors and hydraulic power units
Carry out housekeeping of the warehouse and job sites including boats
Maintain their personal diving logbook up to date and diving certification and
be able to produce these on demand
Safety orientated and ‘can do’ attitude in a team environment
Be willing to learn new skills
Any other ad-hoc duties assigned
Candidate must be able to multi-tasking
Able to work in fast pace environment

Qualifications
Education to Singapore O level or GCSE
Must have a valid commercial diver’s licence for Surface Supplied Breathing
Apparatus (minimum level is KBA Level 2 and international licences must be
recognised by CDAS and the MOM such as ADAS Part 2, HSE, etc… ADCI
is not a recognised qualification)
Must have a valid Diving Medical from a MOM recognised Hyperbaric
Doctor
Must have a valid Occupational First Aid course to MOM standards
Must have a minimum of 12 months diving experience supported by
completed dive logbook(s)
Must have a working knowledge of SS511:2018 requirements
Singapore driver’s licence or truck driver’s licence
Diving Supervisor qualifications
Brush cart driving experience
Underwater welding qualifications such as AWS 3.6 (Class recognition
would be ideal)
Underwater NDT experience and or CSWIP 3.1u or 3.2u certification or can
demonstrate ASNT qualifications
Valid Kirby Morgan KMB 18/28 and KM 17/37 Technician qualification
A trade skill, relevant experience, or further education
Steersman qualification

Further advantageous skills or qualifications
Singapore driver’s licence or truck driver’s licence
Diving Supervisor qualifications
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Brush cart driving experience
Underwater welding qualifications such as AWS 3.6 (Class recognition
would be ideal)
Underwater NDT experience and or CSWIP 3.1u or 3.2u certification or can
demonstrate ASNT qualifications
Valid Kirby Morgan KMB 18/28 and KM 17/37 Technician qualification
A trade skill, relevant experience, or further education
Steersman qualification

Job Benefits
Competitive Compensation
Opportunities for further training and career advancement
Workplace maintaining the highest standards of safety and health
Variety of challenging projects and interesting work scope

Contacts
Interested in joining our team? Please apply directly on the right or forward your CV
together with other relevant certifications to evan.murphy@dmgroupservices.com
and eugene.tho@dmgroupservices.com
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